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THE DESIGN
Introduction

The making of hoods in falconry has always been a matter of trial and
error. It has produced a series of hoods, from which now and then a reasonably fitting one could be chosen. This way of working is very instructive,
since one forms an idea of the problem and acquires a lot of skill. At the same
time it becomes evident that the bad hoods always fail in the same points.
Bearing this in mind, we started anew in putting down in which way
the shape of the head and practical requirements
determine the model and
make of a hood. We could thus form a true idea of the three-dimensional
problem the hood is. The experiments resulted in the "canon" described in
this article.
Use in the field showed us that nearly every hood made after this canon
gives good or excellent results.
THE CHOICE OF TYPE

A description of the original types-the
Dutch, Arabian, and Indiancan be omitted here. These types for centuries have been proved to possess
their own merits and beauty.
At the instigation among others of the articles of Ruttledge in THE FALCONER (Vol. 1, No. 2, Dec. 1937 and Vol. 2, No. 4, June 1951) we started
making Indian hoods.
Compared with the Dutch hood the Indian one is of simpler construction and of lighter weight, and a wide chinstrap enables the hawk to eat and
to cast. It has one drawback only: the bird throws it off easily. This problem
is easily overcome, however, by the use of Dutch braces.
EXAMINATION

OF HOODS AND BIRDS

Our work was not only based upon Ruttledge's papers, but also on a
small collection of original Indian hoods placed at our disposal by Mr. H.
Dykstra (Holland), J. Baron de Vicq de Cumtich (Belgium), and Mr. C.
Kruyhooft (Belgium). Some of these original Indian hoods fitted very badly,
others excellently. We had also some hoods of our own make.
Although it was quite instructive to measure the original hoods, copying them did not always give the same results. We found that the basic
designs varied enormously (see Figure 1).
Every falconer knows that individual variation in the shape of the bird's
head is considerable. When working with one basic design, however, the
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Fig. I-Outlines

taken from original hoods, to show variations

in basic design.

result for different birds grew gradually better. The best results were
reached by neglecting individual variation and sticking to one and the same
general form.
To avoid designing at random (which would cause disappointments)
we
looked for a formula-a
canon-by
means of which invariably good hoods
could be made. Starting from an empirical canon we made a series of hoods,
varying from very small to very big, so that the same canon could be tried
on tiercels as well as on falcons.
Again it was found that the hoods and consequently the canon, notwithstanding the great individual variation of the birds, always failed in the
same points. The designs as well as the comments from actual use were kept
on file for further examination. In this way we gradually obtained perfection.
The canon serves only as a practical and very exact clue and we think
that-as
far as the hood is concerned-perfect
functionality contains in itself
the highest aesthetic value.

I

THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A HOOD

'!

The hood must cover the head of the bird well, without being too tight,
keep out every ray of light (beware of stitchings), and give ample room to
the eyes. When closed the hood must not be able to be moved either backward or forward, and it should be impossible for the bird to shake or scratch
it off. The aperture for the bill should not touch the cere or the edges of the
mouth (fig. 2a, b), as is shown in figure 2c and d. The chinstrap should be
wide enough to allow eating and casting and it should not be too low, in order
to prevent the lifting of the hood by the crop (fig. 2e and f).
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Fig 2-Fitting
of hoods. (a) a good fit, not touching cere or corners of mouth;
(bl outline of such a hood; (c) hood touching corners of mouth; (d) faulty pattern,
shoving correction needed; (el hood with chin strap too low, causing hood to ride
up over cere; (fl faulty pattern, showing correction needed.
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The original Indian hood is often very low at the back (see fig. 3a) to
prevent its being thrown off. Such hoods tend to topple over when provided
with Dutch braces, which tighten the aperture for the neck much more.
Therefore, when using these braces the hood should be cut somewhat higher
in the nape (fig. 3b) to prevent the lifting of the hood by the upper back.
The cutting off of superfluous material at the neck or at the aperture for the
bill may be helpful, but very often spoils everything.
(a)

(bl

Fig. 3-- -Modification required when adapting Indian pattern for a hood with braces.
(a) Indian pattern, coming very low at the back; (b) hood of same design but with
length reduced behind and braces fitted.

The hood must not be too soft, in order to keep the model in shape. Much
depends on the leather and correct construction. Soft leather can sometimes
be stiffened by staining it several times with leatherpaint.
A hood will be
made much more rigid too by applying embroidery with gold thread. But
this is difficult to perform and gold thread is rather vulnerable in the field.
Another way to keep the hood somewhat stiff is to retain the original neckstring. This string is wreathed through the slits in the chinstrap and can be
more or less tightened. A hood which is a little too wide can be made to fit
in this way too (Col. Hendley, THE FALCONER Vol. II, No. 5, June 1952).
The right care-for
example keeping them in a box or hanging freely from
a nail-helps
to keep them stiff. For days we carried our self-made hoods in
our pockets to prove their stiffness of form and sometimes they hardly suffered at all.
The decoration and colour of the hood are important. Not for beauty
only, but especially because they make it easier to find the hood again when
lost in the field. Red, from dark bordeaux to vermillion, for intermewed
birds or ha ·;)::;;;.r-lsis very distinctive. Green or blue may be used for nestlings or pa~;se,gc:·s.
The plum(; especially should be of a striking colour. We think that the
original leather knot and plume are the best for this kind of hood, while the
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Dutch coquarde and feather plume seem out of place or rather overdone for
the simple form of an Indian hood.
Some minor details are more or less a question of taste. The outline of
the little flap at the back of the hood, for instance, can be omitted if so
desired.
At last, when a haggard or passager allows hooding reasonably well, and
keeps quiet when hooded without tossing or scratching, the good fit of a
hood is proved. Nestlings are often more difficult to please, even with a wellfitting hood. We found that birds difficult to hood became much easier to
handle by using a good hood.
THE "CANON"

After making and testing seventy hoods the canon_ described in this
article appeared to be a good compromise of all requirements.
Hoods made
from this design fitted-mirabile
dictu-a
Buzzard and some Goshawks as
well as longwings !
For a good understanding of our description the reader is referred to the
diagram (figures 4 and 5). In connection with them the following remarks
are made.
(i) The chinstrap should be rather wide and about half the circumference of the aperture of the neck (figure 4).
(ii) The curves of the stitchings are the results of many experiments.
Variation hardly influences the model. We think that the curves
shown here give the best results. The canon is constructed as follows:
The design is drawn with a very sharp pencil (number H.B.) and by the
use of a ruler, a triangle, and a pair of dividers on a thin sheet of drawing
pa:r:er.
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Fig. 4--Some

proportions

of a hood. The chin-strap
of neck aperture.
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should be half circumference
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(a)
Fig. 5-Construction

of the Canon. (a) The Canon.

One starts with the horizontal line AB (figure 5a). The length of AB is
twice the distance between the eyebrows just behind the eyes (figure 5b).
Perpendiculars
are erected through A and B. With AB as base, the equilateral
triangle ABC is constructed. Through Ca line is drawn parallel to AB, intersecting the perpendiculars
at D and E. In the rectangle ABED, le:. DEC' is
constructed with ED as base (congruent with lc:.ABC). This results in the
equilaterial
triangle C'GF. le:. C'GF (hatched) forms the "basic-triangle."
This triangle later covers the crown of the bird. The distance between F and
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Some falconers like long braces, because they are better for quick
handling in the field. To prevent long braces from drooping, stiff but pliant
leather is desirable. Only a special quality of pigskin mer our requirements.
Generally speaking it is desirable to sort out the leather oneself. One should
not order material without having seen it.
TheManufacture

In short, the manufacturing otthe hood is as follows:
(i) Cut out the design very carefully. Glue this model onto the smooth
surface of the leather, which must be kept quite flat, without
stretching it.
(ii) Cut out the leather very carefully. Keep the knife-which
should
be as sharp as a razor-at
right angles to the surface of the leather.
(iii) Where necessary the seams and the aperture for the bill must be,
bevelled to the inside.
(iv) The slits for the neckstring, plume, and braces should be made with
a chisel which has the exact width.
(v) The seams are sewn as indicated by Ruttledge (1937 and 1951), the
right and onlJ way of working. The seam at the back can be sewn just
underneath the plume over a length of half a centimeter. This helps
to stiffen the hood. Turn the little "ears" and sew them. Shaping on
a block is to be avoided as this spoils the right design.
(vi) Stitching of the neckstring should be done after the hood has been
found to fit the bird (viz. the neckstring ca!l be more or less tightened).
(vii) Attach the braces. The short end with the knot should slip a bit upwards. One should not make a knot in the long eBd in order not to
get the bird stuck with a claw when scratching. Braces can also be
fitted as indicated by Hendley (1952).
We have never come across a description of how the Indian plume and
knot are made. Their manufacture is therefore given in detail. One needs a
strip of Morocco leather about 16 cm. long and 10-12 mm. wide, depending
on the width of the slits in the hood. The colour should contrast with the
colour of the hood. One further needs a stiff ring of leather of 10-12 mm.
diameter and a little brass ring of 5 mm. diameter (figure 6a). The brass ring
may be gilded to prevent oxidation. Besides, compared with the colour of
the plume and the hood, gold is far more distinctive than brass.
The strip of leather is drawn through the slits and cut lengthways in two
at both ends as is shown in fig. 6b. The four ends thus obtained should pass
through the stiff leather ring and the ring may now be pressed on the hood.
The brass ring should be fitted in the same way (fig. 6c). On top of this ring
the knot is made.
After the four ends have been numbered the knot should be made as is
shown in fig. 6d. The loops should be tightened with a pricker with blunt
edges. By rolling the knot between thumb and fingers one gives its a good
shape. By cutting the four ends lengthwise in three parts twelve ends are
obtained. These may be wrapped with coloured, gold, or silver thread just
above the knot (fig. 6e).
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Fig. 6-Method
of construction of Indian plume, showing ( a J leather and brass rings;
(bl leather strip cut lengthwise
and inserted through slits in hood; (c) both leather
and brass rings fitted through leather strips and onto hood; (d) method of tying the
knot; (e) the knot when completed.
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(a)
Fig. 7-(a)

(b)

Method of rressing a decoration onto the leather with angular
metal and a rule. (b) An example of such a decoration.

piece of

Ornaments

For those who like ornaments
remarks are given here.

and embroidery

with gold thread

some

After the model has been cut, the best way of beginning is to stain the
leather two or three times and let it dry thoroughly. An ornament can now
be pressed in the leather with an angular piece of metal and a rule. Figure 7
gives some examples.
The original Indian hoods may show examples of beautiful embroidery
as figure Sa shows. Such work has been made after the staining and drying,
but before the sewing, when the leather w2s still flat. Embroidery makes the
hood stiffer.
The gold thread is sewed with little stitches as shown in figure Sb. We
did the work by hand, but, if carried out carefully, it may also be done by
machine. When the embroidery is made it can be flattened, very carefully,
with a little hammer. After the sewing has been finished the stitchings on
the inside of the hood, together with the inside itself, may be treated with
nail-varnish.
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(a)
Fig. 8-(a)

Example

(b)

of a pattern

embroidered

onto a hood. (b) Method of embroidery.

A beautiful hood for an excellent bird might be adorned with a gem. We
did it once and it looked very distinctive.
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